The possible impact of animals on Job’s body image: A psychoanalytical perspective

The body plays an important role in the book of Job – as do animals. According to psychoanalytical specifically object-relations theory, a subjective body image was partly constructed through the internalisation of external stimuli from significant others who mirrored the subject through their feedback or through their own bodies, which served as an ideal or critique to the subject. Amongst the external stimuli, animals constitute such significant others. Animals could therefore have impacted Job’s subjective body image, particularly as their bodies were described in detail by God as a response to Job’s complaints and searching.

Contribution: Two theoretical and interrelated problems were acknowledged although they cannot be satisfactorily solved: the cultural aspect of the body image and the relationship to animals.
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Introduction

The body of Job has received much attention in recent research (e.g. Basson 2008; Erickson 2013; Jones 2013; Schellenberg 2016; Van der Zwan 2017, 2019a, 2019b, 2019c, 2020a, 2020b; Viviers 2002) and so have the animals in the book of Job (e.g. Balentine 2021; Horne 2005; Perfetti 2018).

This is indeed the case in the book of Job, specifically with regard to the final chapters.

In fact, one can go one step behind this to find that firstly the human body image has not been linked in research to the experience of animals as relational objects, as one would expect in object relations theory where even any non-human object can be a good (love-) or bad object (vide infra). Secondly, body image can be assumed to be culturally relative and dependent. It is, however, precisely because of these two theoretical challenges that this study is risked to serve as a heuristic stimulus for further research.

As ‘bodies’, animals seem to play a prominent role in the way in which Job perceives his own body. This is confirmed by Jones (2013:845): ‘The divine speeches, however, offer Job a new orientation to his body and the cosmos through the bodies of animals’. Thus, ‘Job’s body is set into a large-scale dialogue with the body of God and the bodies of animals’.

A close reading of the text of the book of Job will be linked to the insights generated by psychoanalytical theory. This study can be broadly divided into three main foci: animals, the body, and religiosity in the book of Job. This sequence will guide the reader to the proposed conclusion that animals play an important role in Job’s body image as the site of his own subjective religiosity.

Animals in the book of Job

Already in the third verse of the book, animals are mentioned: נְכַנְּהֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁנֶּהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ שֶׁשֶׁהָ נְכֵהוּ Sh’wan (His possessions were also 7000 sheep, 3000 camels and 500 yoke [meaning ‘pairs’] of oxen, and 500 she-asses). As opposed to the 11 people referred to in the previous two verses, there are approximately 1500 animals. They are called his possessions, but, as will become clear from this study, they will also turn out to ‘possess’ him emotionally and will play a major role as vicarious replacements and displacements of his children and as such have a metaphorical sense as well: as sacrifices they stand for his children. It is only after the...
enumeration of the animals that the rest of Job’s household is mentioned anonymously. Not even his wife, supposedly the mother of his children, is explicitly mentioned in this chapter. The animals seem to have a higher status than she does.

The animals in this verse are domesticated or farm animals. This means that Job has them daily in his proximity. There are four kinds of animals. From their numbers, it is clear that they would be ‘present’ more than the much smaller number of people surrounding Job. Some of these animals, such as the oxen and asses, are working animals and the contact with the people will be frequent. Just like humans, they should also rest on the Sabbath according to Exodus 20:9.

The next verse where animals are implied, even when they are not explicitly mentioned, is only two verses further, when Job makes sacrifices on behalf of his children.

When the satan refers to Job’s possessions in verse 10, he includes Job’s animals as per verse 3. Four verses later in 1:14–15, the oxen and asses are the first to be stolen, and in 1:16, the sheep is the first to be killed by שֵׁשֶׁשֶׁש [‘God’s fire falling from heaven’, probably meaning ‘being struck by lightning’]. The camels are the last to be taken away in a robbery, perhaps suggesting their higher value as the list hierarchically ascends towards Job’s children.

After this introduction with its dense cluster of domesticated animals killed or otherwise lost, references to mostly wild animals follow until the two divine speeches. These, from 38:4–39:30 to 40:5–41:26, will deal first with 10 wild animals that Eliphaz identifies and equates the human body with that of a wild ass, Behemoth and Leviathan (both without the definite article in Hebrew and so proper names and only mentioned once each by God).

The references between these two frames start with five words for a lion(ess), as the strongest and therefore perhaps the animal with which Eliphaz mockingly identifies Job most, before and even during his fall, as these lions are crushed by God in 4:10–11. In 4:19, שֵׁשֶׁשֶׁש [‘a wild ass’s colt’] would be born a human, וְעֹף הַשָּׁמַיִם [‘the fowls of the air’] in 12:7, and שְׁנֵי עֲכָבִי [‘spider’] in 8:14 is that it is not to be trusted. Just as the above-mentioned animals, which almost always turn out differently than expected, the implication of שְׁנֵי עֲכָבִי (spider) in 8:14 is that it is not to be trusted.

Yet perhaps another play on the similarly sounding and written שֵׁשֶׁשֶׁש (moth) in 4:19 isשֶׁש [‘the celestial ‘Bear’] in 9:9 as in 38:32. This is not a real animal but an image with a certain meaning attached to it.

In 9:26, שָׁנֵש [‘as the vulture, cf. 39:27–30’) is a reminder of the speed and the cut-off existence of its prey with which Job may identify. Not the appearance, but the action and vulnerability of these animals are parallel.

Different from 4:10–11 where the lion may represent Job, in 10:16, God is accused by Job of hunting him שָׁנֵש [as a lion], in its traditional meaning of brutal strength.

Understanding is to be gained from yet another irony in 11:12, when שֵׁשֶׁש שָׁנַע [‘a wild ass’s colt’] would be born a human, something not expected. The same applies to שְׂנִי [‘the beasts’],[4] שְׁנֵי עֲכָבִי [‘the fowl of the air’] in 12:7,[5] and שָׁנֵש [‘the fish of the sea’] in 12:8, which can teach wisdom to humans from all three levels of existence: the earth, the sky, and the sea, thus serving as a merism with three instead of two representative extremes. Whether this is literally or sarcastically meant is open for discussion. These animals, including human beings, are summarised in 12:10 by שָׁנֵש [‘every living thing’, which are nevertheless all completely dependent on God. The animals do well, even without wisdom, as is later explicitly stated in chapter 28 vv. 12, 18, 20, and 28. This Bildad implicitly has been confirmed in 18:3: שְׁנֵש שָׁנַע (as beast[s], singular שָׁנַע, vide infra).


4. Incidentally, this Hebrew word could already adumbrate behemoth coming onto the stage in 40:15.

5. This is virtually repeated by Eliphaz in 35:11: שַׁמָּשִׁים (then the ‘behemoth’, beasts) and עַכָּבִי (and then the fowls).
experience, ensuring survival beyond the body, which has come to an end in death.

In 30:1, the men whom Job had previously grouped with בַּעַל כָּלָא ['the dogs of my flock'] suggests the irony of those much lower in the hierarchy now ridiculing him. Compared with the high-flying birds, these animals are on the opposite side of the hierarchy of animals. Job now associates with animals even lower on this hierarchy, comparing himself in 30:29 with זָכָר [with jackals] and לְתַנִּים [with ostrich [literally = with the daughters of greed]], which live in the desert (cf. Is 43:20) like the wild asses in 24:5. A different Hebrew word for an ostrich is used in 39:13: עַל, a plural where its piercing cries are metonymically employed and then contrasted to the רְנָנִים [stork’s], הַיָּשָׁר [pinions], and תַּנְתֵּן [feathers]. Although much of the description is visual and auditory, the focus in 30:29 is on their comparable bodily needs.

Often recurring to the theme of the problematic skin, Job rhetorically asks in 31:20 if the naked would not have been covered by the fleece יָטִיב (of my sheep [= lamb]), indirectly, perhaps unconsciously suggesting that he himself would want to cover the needy, as he is now experiencing their suffering in his own body.

It may be significant that from the mouth of Elihu only two statements, and then about animals in general, are heard: in 35:11 (Footnote 3) and in 37:8 referring to the יָטִיב (beasts [the living]). He is therefore the interlocutor who refers least to animals.

God, on the contrary, is the interlocutor who refers most to animals. This is confirmed by Jones (2013:855): The bodies of animals play such a large role in the divine speeches (38:39–41:26) that God’s discourse might justifiably be called zoocentric’. To this, he adds footnote 57:

By a rough count, the number of poetic lines in the Yhwh speeches that focus on animals is 156 out of 252 (ca. 62 percent). The emphasis on Behemoth and Leviathan is particularly striking, with ca. twenty lines devoted to Behemoth and ca. sixty-eight lines to Leviathan. (p. 855)

God introduces the first of 157 animals in 38:39–40 and significantly starts with the יָטִיב [lioness] and the בָּרִיס [young lions]. These are the same animals that have already been mentioned by Eliphaz himself in 4:10–11, but God here contradicts Eliphaz, when he rhetorically implies that God indeed does take care of the lion and that it is not in bodily need. Somehow paired with the lion in God’s feeding scheme is יָנָה [the] raven in 38:41. It is, however, in 39:1–4 where יָנָה [the wild goat of the rock] and הַיָּשָׁר [the hinds] invoke the animals in the Song of Songs 2:7 and 3:5 with its theme.

God introduces the first of 157 animals in 38:39–40 and significantly starts with the יָטִיב [lioness] and the בָּרִיס [young lions]. These are the same animals that have already been mentioned by Eliphaz himself in 4:10–11, but God here contradicts Eliphaz, when he rhetorically implies that God indeed does take care of the lion and that it is not in bodily need. Somehow paired with the lion in God’s feeding scheme is יָנָה [the] raven in 38:41. It is, however, in 39:1–4 where יָנָה [the wild goat of the rock] and הַיָּשָׁר [the hinds] invoke the animals in the Song of Songs 2:7 and 3:5 with its theme.

6. Clines (2006:940) explains that the vowels of the noun need to be changed from חִזָּר [sand] to חִזָּר [phoenix] as tradition has long done in order to fit יָטִיב [with my nest] and so makes sense.

In 39:15, there is the general statement: ...ומְסִירָן יַעֲנָה (and the wild [that is, ‘field’s’) beasts...), reminding us of 5:22–23 also uttered by Eliphaz. God once again picks up on the words of a former interlocutor and then turns his words around: what Eliphaz meant hypothetically is that the pious (which Job is by implication not) would have been safe from the wild animals. God on the contrary expresses as a fact that the eggs of the ostrich – miraculously – remain safe from the (other) wild animals – because God takes care of them. The initial state of the body, even as an egg, has nothing to do with piety but with God’s grace.

The density of the referrals to animals increases so much that there is concatenation and overlapping of the ostrich and the horse in particular. The horn as a symbol of pride does not intimidate the horse in 39:24–25. The horn as part of an animal body is here added to the human body, adding strength and honour (cf. Gillmayr-Bucher 2004:304 and n11; cf. also 16:15 as an example) and reducing the difference between humans and animals.

Despite the overbearing prominence of behemoth and leviathan, the horse רְנָנִים ([the] horse) is in the third position with eight verses in 39:18(–25). When it concerns the length of the passage devoted to each, the implied importance of the horse is clear from the body parts mentioned by God, although these animals are on God’s list, these last and most important models of the ideal body are probably both water animals. Ten of behemoth’s body parts are mentioned by God: בְּנוֹת [its loins], פֹּפְפָר [its belly], both in 40:16; בְּנֵי [its tail], perhaps a euphemism for its penis, and as such, a call for Job’s restored virility (Jones 2013:861)7; בְּנֵי [the sinews of]; גּוֹלוֹ [its thighs], all three in 40:17; מַכְלִים [its bones]; זָנְבֵי [its gristle]; בֵּצֶיהָ [its mouth] in 40:23; and יַעֲנָה [its eyes] and נְפָר [nose], both in 40:24. These are 10 out of the 70 body parts mentioned explicitly in the book of Job. One seventh of all the body parts mentioned are devoted to behemoth.

As with leviathan in 40:24–26 and 41:11–13, there is a strong emphasis on the mouth and nose, suggesting not only their oral sadistic nature but also the subtext of the book as one of internalisation and incorporation.8 As the text focuses on the effect rather than appearance, the tail can be compared with a cedar as it concerns its powerful movement (Clines 2011:1187). The same focus would therefore be important when it concerns Job’s body image, despite this technical term, a body image, giving the first impression that it is about

God does not only ironically include these rather chaotic and anarchic animals because of their exceptional behaviour. This is clear from the body parts mentioned by God, although these belong only to the last four of the 10 listed by Keel (footnote 6) and Bockle (footnote 6): the ostrich’s פָּרָע (wing[s] in 40:13 and hinted at by יָעַר [she raises or flaps her wings] in 40:18); בָּשָׂר (her pinions); נְפָר (and her feathers, homophonous with the different root נב [bird of prey, including hawk and falcon]); זָנְבֵי [her eggs]; סִנְרָה [the horse’s, neck] in 40:19; and נְפָר [the hawk’s wings] and יַעֲנָה [the vulture’s eyes]. God also refers to body parts belonging to other animals, which are mentioned in this context: יַעֲנָה ([the] foot, used collectively for the plural ‘feet’) most probably of בְּנוֹת (the beast[s] of the field); הַשָּׂדֶה and יַעֲנָה (horn) in 40:24 and 40:25, respectively, and then personified; and צָב (blood) in 40:30.

These are the animal bodies that God wants Job to internalise and live by. Yet, the apogee of the ideal body is still to come in the two mythical animals of chapters 40–41: Behemoth (hippopotamus? beast? an intensive plural) in 40:15–24 followed by leviathan (crocodile?) in 40:25–41:26. Leviathan finally rules over all בְּנֵי (proud beasts [= sons of pride]) in 41:26 (cf. 28:8), the longest description of an animal in the whole Hebrew Bible and again resonating with יַעֲנָה in the mouth of Job in 3:8 and 7:12.

Although no fish or crawling animals are on God’s list, this verse might also be interpreted as a call to Job’s restored virility, cf. 41:26: לוֹ הַשָּׂדֶה…, reminding us of 5:22–23 also. The book of Job can in this sense be said to be an ‘oral’ book (http://www.hts.org.za).

---

7. Incidentally, 40:7 is the only instance in the Hebrew Bible where a human being is called upon to gird his loins, something which God always does elsewhere for humans. This verse might also be interpreted as a call to Job’s restored virility, cf. also 38:3.

8. Except for the locust but then cherished precisely because of its ability to leave the ground.

9. The figure that one arrives at is 68 when one adds up the list of Schellenberg (2016:122–126), but she has not included יָעַר (his gristle) as in 40:18, from the noun, פָּרָע (bones, strength, and self) and יַעֲנָה (right hand) as in 40:14, which puts the total then at 70.

something visual. Behemoth’s food is therefore its prime bodily need expressed in this passage. Primary bodily needs play an important role in someone’s body image, as internal bodily experiences represent the other ‘ingredients’ of the body image apart from external images, which have been internalised.

Of leviathan God mentions 16 body parts: בד (its mouth) in 40:25; נִשְׁנָיו (its nostrils) in 41:12; פּ (its eyes) being like נְצָאר (the eyelids of) the morning in 41:10; פָנָיו (its eyes) in 41:11, 13; שְׁנָיו (its nostrils) in 41:12; עֵינָיו (its mouth) in 41:11, 13; פָנָיו (its nostrils) in 41:12; עֵינָיו (its mouth) in 41:11, 13; שְׁנָיו (its nostrils) in 41:12; פָנָיו (its eyes) being like נְצָאר (the eyelids of) the morning in 41:10; Pedro (its jaw or palate) both in 40:26; יִשְׂחַק (laughs) in 42:6.

Yet, there is in all of these intimidating animal images a subversive undertone that the animals play more of an emotional, symbolic role that is of the probably mythical and therefore of a fantastic nature: a sea monster, a phoenix and, in the crescendo formed by chapters 40–41, behemoth and leviathan.

In summary, about 36 animal nouns are used, whereas words such as horn in 39:24 and 42:14, nest in 29:18, (spider’s) web [= house] in 8:14, prey in 9:26, flock in 24:2 and 30:1, and perhaps even Bear in 9:9 and 38:32 add to this ambiance of animal nature. Compared with the more than 70 nouns for body parts mentioned in the book, this background may seem less prominent than the bodily foreground but still determines the psychological ‘texture’ of the book.

Body images in the book of Job

Body image as a psychological construct

Austrian neurologist and (unorthodox) psychoanalyst Paul Schlieder introduced the concept of body image in 1935, based on his previous book, Das Körperschema of 1923 (Schilder 1923), where he expands on Freud’s (1923:253) idea that the ego is always a body ego. From a psychoanalytical, and more specifically from an object-relations, understanding (vide supra), a body image is partially formed by the psychic introjection of aspects of external images, experienced as significant others (Schlieder 1935:12). The formation of the body image is first on an unconscious level.

According to psychoanalytical thinking, there are three stages of internalisation: symbolic incorporation of part objects focusing on bodily sensation before any distinction between subject and object, introjection in the oral phase with its ambivalences and anxieties projected outward, and identification with whole objects as the most mature developmental stage (Mentzos 1984:42ff.).
primary narcissism, introjection is in the first place of the core of object love, broadening the ego to include the instinctual traits of the external pleasure object.

Freud (1915:87) accepts this concept and uses it to distinguish the ego from external reality. More specifically, the superego is constructed by passively introjecting raw, external objects including observed behavioural patterns into the subject’s psyche. These objects either remain in tension to it, or through the active assimilation, become different from mere reproductions as they fuse with the subject’s own personality. The weaker the ego boundaries, the more the introjection.

In 1932, Ferenczi (published 1933) openly recognises that not all introjects are love objects and often negative identification with the aggressor during a trauma takes place to try and avoid the dilemma of being a victim or an abuser.

Torok (1968:720–721) prefers Sándor Ferenczi’s (1910) more positive definition of introjection: ‘L’introjection n’est pas de l’ordre de la compensation mais de l’ordre de la croissance’. Like him, she distinguishes incorporation as a magical fantasy denying the loss of a lost love object to compensate for failed introjection by secretly identifying with the forbidden or prohibited object and positioning it within (Torok 1968:721).

Human relations with external objects can go beyond other human beings. This is clear from the psychology of materialism, for example, where possessions sometimes achieve a fetishistic status (Marx 1962:107). It is also clear from the way in which animals are personified in 39:7 and 22 (vide infra, cf. also Viviers 2002:513), for example, and human attributes are projected onto them, as the inverse of introjection. Having invested animals with human ideals or even religious meaning through projection, these altered animal images are then once again introjected. This is also the case when behemoth is described in terms of cultural products in 40:18: עֲצָמָיו אֲפִיקֵי נְחֻשָׁה גְּרָמָיו כִּמְטִיל בַּרְזֶל [his bones are as pipes of brass, and his gristles are like bars of iron]. It is also clear from the opposite where God is, for example, portrayed theriomorphically (not in the book of Job), when God’s wings are depicted as a protective and embracing womb in Psalm 17:8, for instance.

In the 775 issues of the academic journal, Body Image, since its inception in 2004, only 35 issues mention the word, ‘animal’. It occurs often only once, which means that animals have not been taken seriously with regard to their impact on the human and subjective body image, even when they have not been completely ignored. From some of these articles, it is clear that animals are body image related, but then almost exclusively as negative metaphors for facial disfigurement, excessive hairiness, and fatness, for example, and as one of the three main categories of disgust. The fact that animals often serve as pet names for people, especially lovers, has not been dealt with in this journal. In another recently started academic journal (only 6 issues thus far), Body and Religion, animals have only twice (Ellis 2017:148; Kamash 2018:25) been referred to and then only as an aside.

The evaluations of animal bodies are culturally determined. In fact, a very important aspect of body image as well is the cultural influence on it.

Job’s body image

Unlike other biblical authors or protagonists who may be suspected of living in the mind, Job is firmly but not necessarily securely situated in his body. Even the body of the text is a ‘corporal’ one because the body is repeatedly mentioned or at least used in metaphorical ways. This corporeality includes animals, especially in the divine speeches, because they resemble human bodies (Eilberg-Schwartz 1990:118) and therefore feature strongly in the human mind.

As a result of the practical limitation of space, this study does not allow for a full exposition of Job’s body image, which is currently being researched by Van der Zwan at the University of Vienna in a habilitation thesis,14 in which this study on the impact of animals will comprise a chapter. A preliminary, summarised version has already been published (Van der Zwan 2019a) and does not need to be repeated here.

Central to Job’s body image is his experience of the periphery of his body: the attack on his skin (cf. Van der Zwan 2017, 2019a, 2020b) as the body boundary has serious consequences for his body image, especially when it continues over a longer period of time. Considering Job’s ‘thin’ skin, epitomised and embodied by his exceptional empathy for others as testified by himself in 29:12–17, and symbolic–symptomatic of his exposed psyche, external stimuli, even bad objects and non-human objects, which he somehow relates to, easily penetrate his unconscious. The fact that his attitude and his behaviour towards the needy are more than just a sense of justice demanded by the law as he himself states in 29:14 can be assumed from the fact that he becomes afflicted in his skin – perhaps his Achilles’ heel.

Probably in all cultures, people dream of animals, sometimes even terrifying animals. That Job who lives in a culture where people are to animals physically and therefore perhaps also emotionally, even negatively, makes it likely that he will have internalised the animals around him to a greater extent than modern urban people would. That the animals listed by God are negatively connoted in his culture would mean that he may internalise these as bad objects, which may, in turn, have increased the likelihood of his sickly, physical state. One wonders, however, to what extent he also feels compassion for suffering animals.

The specific animals in his external world and how these animals are portrayed are therefore crucial for possible inferences about their impact on Job’s body image. That

14‘Scanning underneath Job’s psychic skin: a psychoanalytic interpretation of Job’s body image’.
animals remind humans of their own bodies is especially clear from the similes and metaphors in the book of Song of Songs, where, for example, the admired woman’s breasts are compared and likened to gazelle fawns – one could also imagine lambs – in 4:5. Some of these reminders are foreign to modern, western recipients of the text, such as that her teeth [are like a flock of ewes all shaped alike], which have come up from the washing, all of which are paired, and amongst which none is missing] in 4:2, and need to be understood in the cultural context of the time.

Although similes and metaphors between human beings and animals have been claimed to be stereometrical, that is referring to the behaviour rather than the appearance of these animals, the description of the animals particularly by God in the two divine speeches from 38:4–39:30 to 40:5–41:26 is visual and as much concerned with their appearance as with their behaviour. Of course, not only the appearance of another body but also its behaviour expressing something about the abilities of that body impacts the internalisation of that image into a subject’s own body image.

Other body images in the book of Job

Other interlocutors apart from Job and God also make references to the body, which could also be aurally internalised by Job. Some of these references are to Job’s own body but others refer to other bodies, which could still be internalised by Job, as he may compare these bodies with his own and so modify his own body image. Apart from that, he would have experienced other human bodies visually as well. All of this is being closely examined in a habilitation thesis at the University of Vienna by Van der Zwan (vide supra). Here, this study is, therefore, limited only to the possible impact of animals on Job’s body image.

The only time when the human bodies of others are relevant here is when Job himself pictures his first three interlocutors, just as he does with God, as animals that are not satiated by having eaten his flesh in 19:22. This is a typical image of human enemies in the laments of the Hebrew Bible (Erickson 2013:308). God is likewise likened to a lion in 10:16, in this way portraying God as an animal body. God’s body is therefore invested with animality, just as Job imagines and wishes his own body to be open to divine reality. The body, and more specifically the animal body with which Job also identifies, is for Job, thus, a bridge between Job and God.

Job’s body as the site of religiosity

Job wants to see God in 19:26–27 and ultimately claims in 42:5 that he does, saying it in the present tense. As Jones (2013:846) puts it, ‘Job’s primary experience of God is in his body’. The majority of exegesis understand this as a metaphorical expression, but the fact remains that even then Job uses bodily language, ‘a corporeal discourse’, says Jones (2013). His body is very prominent in the book compared with other biblical books. This can be understood when his bodily suffering that leads him to raise religious questions is taken seriously.

It seems as if in 42:5, the mention of the physical organ, the eye, insists on a literal interpretation, especially when LaCroque’s translation of רעשי יִנָּשֵׁה in 19:26 is accepted as ‘and in my flesh’, that is, before death (2007:92; Van der Lugt 1995:227n9) and not ‘without my flesh’, that is, after death, as Spronk (1986:312–313) understands it under the influence of 17:16.

From a psychoanalytical – even religious – perspective, the animals in God’s first speech, but particularly the two mythical ones in God’s second speech, can be interpreted as Job dreaming (cf. תְמוּנָה [in dreams] in 7:14) or having a vision (cf. בָּדַד [and through visions] in 7:14) about the wild, self-subversive, animal enemies in his unconscious. That is why behemoth, perhaps as a part of his unconscious, was made with Job, according to 40:15. All these animals represent his sick body’s ‘Fremdkörper’, which he cannot conquer or even control and with which he has to reconcile. Perhaps that is why his healing is never mentioned. Just as the clean animals sacrificed in 1:5 bring him redemption, so these unclean ones surprisingly do the same, but in an unexpected way. Like the unclean animals in the first divine speech are misfits, unintegrated left-overs, and excesses from the conscious, the pluralistic תְמוּנָה [behemoth] and its deeper level, מֶלֶך מְחֶזְיֹנֹת (leviathan, the [labyrinthian] Winding One), both in the primeval waters of the chaotic cellar of his mind, reign as violent and sexual (e.g. the undertone in 40:19 and 41:18 and cf. Ebach [1996b:149]) forces like מִבְּשָׂרִי [a king] over him, according to 41:26, seemingly separate from him, even with separate proper names and not recognised as part of him.

Being invisible (cf. 41:1), as seeing it reminds one of the threatened deadly consequences of seeing God, leviathan is like God who suddenly slips into its description in 41:2–3 (cf. Ebach 1996b:153) and might be identifying with it, just as Job likens God to a lion in 10:16. There, therefore, seems to be some commonality between these wild animals and God. In addition, in 41:10, leviathan’s eyes are רֹגַע ([like the eyelids of the morning], which express the dawning sun as divine light. Seow (2011:76n55) regards the eye in totality as לְדוֹרַת אֵל [the beginning of His way], just as wisdom is claimed to be לְדִוְיָתָן [the beginning of His way] in Proverbs 8:22.

Possible impact of animals on Job’s body image

Human experience of nature is mostly, if not almost always, mediated and packaged by cultural interpretations. This applies both to the way animals and the way the body is perceived. It takes a very rare mystical experience to ’undress’ a human experience of nature from these filters and lenses. Also, the animals appearing in the biblical text have specific cultural associations. That oxen and (she-)
asses are juxtaposed in 1:3, 1:14–15, (perhaps even in 6:5, 24:3[5] and in 39:5, 9), and 42:12 links them intertextually to שור וֹחֲמֹר ... (neither his ox nor his ass) in Exodus 20:13 (where different nouns are, however, used, but the same as in 24:3), as possessions are not to be coveted, suggesting their exceptional economic and emotional value.

Apart from the collective relation to animals, there is also the question about Job’s personal, psychological relation to animals, which has probably been greatly impacted by the collective attitude, even when Job is said by God in 1:8 to be singular and exceptional in his being: יְהִי נָכָר ... (there is none like him on earth) יְהוָה. That animals are his property does not necessarily exclude the possibility that no emotional relationship exists between them. His children and wife are likewise part of his legal property, and yet one can assume that he fostered an affection for them all, particularly as he claims to have empathy with those who suffer in society in 29:12–17.

That some of these animals have been psychically internalised becomes apparent, when the poisonous penetration of the snake’s ‘evil’ and deadly body part is used as a metaphor by Bildad in 20:16, preceded by the oral sadistic incorporation of two verses before in 20:14. In 7:5, Job himself feels covered, perhaps suffocated and invaded, by worms, the symbol of insignificance like שלל [a maggot], according to 25:6. These experiences of Job trigger his disgust because of the reminder of death. This sense of disgust with regard to animals as one of the three categories other than core disgust and contamination disgust has been scientifically recognised in modern psychological research (Onden-Lim, Wu & Grisham 2012; Shanmugarajah et al. 2012; Stasik-O’Brien & Schmidt 2018). The same is true of the moth, which Job imagines to have eaten his skin as a kind of garment in 13:28. Apart from having incorporated some of these animals, the inverse is also vicariously the case where Job feels ‘eaten’ by God as the metaphorical lion in 10:16. This alternation between the active and the passive should not be misunderstood as a contradiction but similar to the typical switch between sadism and masochism (Aron & Starr 2013:39), both of which apply to Job who internalises (‘eats’) and is ‘eaten’ by God.

As an afterthought, one wonders why the sexually neutered oxen are coupled specifically with כָּמֹר [‘she’-asses] in 1:3, 14 and 42:12, whereas כל צב [ass] is used in 24:5 (cf. also בָּאָרֶץ [and of asses] in 1 Chronicles 5:21, where a similar raid is described, and עֵזַת [‘his’-ass] in Exodus 20:13 where it is also coupled with the ox). Clines (2017:14) explains it as the higher economic value of she-asses over asses, because they produce milk and off-spring and are easier to ride on, but if these reasons were the case, then certainly Exodus 20:13 would also have preferred it, as a she-ass would then certainly be coveted more than the male ass. Perhaps the animal images bring Job in contact with his anima, the wild, neglected and repressed part of his psyche, which may be strengthened by his recognition of the feminine in the final chapter, especially 42:14–15. Perhaps the battle at the border of his body is about his banning of the baser anima-animal parts, for which he has had no empathy yet. Transpersonal growth is about the spatial expansion of consciousness including identification with other people and animals, accepting that human beings are also animals. This would make for a much healthier and more realistic body image.

**Conclusion**

Although the bodies of animals are different from those of human beings, there is a strong possibility that Job internalises at least some of them as his life revolves much more around animals than the modern city dweller can imagine.

Having scanned and briefly investigated all the explicit mentions of animals in the book of Job, the psychoanalytical views of body image and more specifically those of Job and others in the book have been introduced before the body of Job as a religious site, and the mediating role of animals in the ‘body’ of God has been highlighted. Outstanding research is the implicit references to animals that have not been dealt with in this study.

As heuristic stimulus, this study hopes to have practical value as well by inspiring research on how the experience of animals (bodies) can heal or at least improve the subjective body image of human beings.

More research can be invested in the way animals could have influenced the body images of people in the totem stage of religion and when religions use animal masks in their rituals although that is quite distant from the book of Job.
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